SRB PERFORMANCE KICKER ELIGIBLE RATE, NAVADMIN R 172254Z DEC 18

**Advancement:**
- At or above Navy average E4 and E6.
- Career Waypoint:
  - PACT, see monthly C-Way quotas.
  - Convert-in opportunities, see monthly C-Way quotas.
  - RC to AC opportunities, see monthly C-Way quotas.
- VERY limited convert-out opportunities.

**General:**

***IF A SAILOR WHO DESIRES TO RE-ENLIST AND DOES NOT HAVE A RE-ENLISTMENT QUOTA, PLEASE CONTACT THE ENLISTED COMMUNITY MANAGER TO DISCUSS OPTIONS.***

Data Source: NMFS/(Inv) - NRMS/(Rate)/N12/EPA/SSF/EUPERS3(Adv Op)
As of Date: 17-Jul-20